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(54) REMOTE CONTROL METHOD FOR LIGHTING FIXTURES

(57) Described is a method for remotely controlling
lighting apparatuses which uses a lighting apparatus
equipped with a light sensor, a decoding circuit and an
optical collector, in such a way that the above-mentioned
apparatus can be controlled by means of a light beam
coming from a smartphone controlled by a software ap-
plication; the method comprises the steps of typing in a
login and an initial password as a basic user or verified

user, choosing a simple lighting or emergency lighting
mode, choosing a lighting system from those installed,
choosing an area of the system and a lighting apparatus
of the system, acquiring a photo of the lighting apparatus,
synchronizing the status of the apparatus, acquiring on
the screen of the smartphone a plurality of parameters
relating to the status of the apparatus and the activation
of functional tests on the apparatus.
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Description

[0001] This invention relates generically to a system
and to a relative method for the remote control of lighting
fixtures and emergency lighting equipment.
[0002] More specifically, the invention relates to a sys-
tem which uses components (LEDs, displays, video cam-
eras and luminosity sensors) integrated in the smart-
phones for communicating (interrogating and/or pro-
gramming) with the lighting apparatuses, in particular,
with the emergency lighting apparatuses and also man-
aging a maintenance register of the systems on "cloud"
in compliance with the applicable technical standards
and regulations; in this way, it is possible to carry out an
immediate and thorough diagnosis of any fault of the ap-
paratus and immediately and automatically send the re-
quest for maintenance and/or spare parts.
[0003] According to the technical solution of the inven-
tion the lighting apparatus and/or emergency lighting ap-
paratus is equipped with a light sensor, an internal de-
coding circuit and a an optical collector, so that it can be
controlled by means of a light beam, suitably adjusted
and set up, coming from a smartphone, which is in turn
controlled by a suitable application program (APP).
[0004] The emergency lighting apparatus also inte-
grates an LED module subject to control of a logic circuit
so as to generate digital optical signals directed towards
a receiving apparatus and from this captured using the
integrated optical devices.
[0005] An apparatus and a method for remotely con-
trolling lighting apparatuses and, in particular, emergen-
cy lighting apparatuses having technical characteristics
complementary to those according to this invention are
described in Italian patent application no.
102016000012703, in the name of the same Applicant,
the text of which is considered to be incorporated in the
following description.
[0006] More specifically, the apparatus described in
the above-mentioned patent application allows the use
of LEDs (flash) and/or displays, video cameras and/or
luminosity sensors integrated in the smartphones for
communicating (interrogating and programming) with the
emergency lighting apparatuses, in the sense that the
installer and/or the maintenance technician can, thanks
to a specific application program installed on the smart-
phone (APP), communicate with the lighting apparatuses
and emergency lighting apparatuses, so as to transmit
and receive information. The apparatus allows, as well
as adjusting the diagnostic functions, the programming
and identification, by assigning a unique address, of each
individual lighting apparatus within the system and/or the
series of apparatuses considered.
[0007] The application program acquires the address
thus allowing the installer to obtain the diagram (layout,
type of product and programming) of the system installed,
even if created with independent apparatuses.
[0008] The application program may associate with
each apparatus strings of data containing a "description"

field, for recognising the position of the lamp within the
system, a "photo" field, which allows the apparatus to
also be visually identified, and a "lamp code and descrip-
tion" field (a field which can be compiled automatically
with the response of the lamp during the programming);
moreover, it is possible at any time, with the apparatus
powered, to modify the operation mode of the apparatus
(non-permanent mode, permanent mode, permanent
mode with reduced luminosity, dimming, etc.) and the
duration of the emergency (1 h, 2h, 3h, etc.).
[0009] The application program (APP) installed on the
smartphone may also allow a "logbook" of the system to
be created, in which to automatically indicate not only
the status of the apparatuses described, but also the
characteristic events which occur in the system, in terms
of date of performance of the tests, duration of the battery
in the tests, charging status of the battery, code and de-
scription of the apparatus, programmed settings, type of
error signalled by any multicolour LED present on the
apparatus, etc; in this case, the user can, directly from
the smartphone, instantaneously know the meaning of
the error signalled by the multicolour LED and, if neces-
sary, obtain information on any measures to be taken.
[0010] The data resulting from the registration of the
lamps can be automatically entered in, or superposed
on, a layout of the installation rooms, in order to uniquely
identify the physical position of the apparatuses in the
system, so as to allow a faster identification of the appa-
ratus in the system by the maintenance technicians and
personnel.
[0011] For example, during installation, by sending a
sequence of coded luminous commands (using a specific
application installed on the smartphone and the flash or
the display integrated in it) to the apparatus, it is possible
to program it, determine the type of operation (SE, SA,
PS) and, in the specific case of emergency lighting ap-
paratuses, specify the duration of operation in emergen-
cy mode (1 h, 2h, 3h, etc.).
[0012] During periodic maintenance or if the signalling
LED indicates a fault, the operator can, again by sending
coded commands by means of the smartphone, start test
procedures on the apparatus described and/or send a
request to obtain information identifying the apparatus,
deleting errors, saving on the smartphone information
relative to the operational status (for example, the charg-
ing status of the battery) and the errors detected (LED
errors, battery errors, etc.); there is also the possibility of
postponing the performance of the test, detecting the
type of apparatus and any code, as well as the version
of the apparatus software.
[0013] The data concerning each individual apparatus
can be sent from the application program to a "cloud"
resident on a suitable server, so as to be able to develop
a range of functions, from a simple remote saving of sys-
tem information by the user to the opening of a mainte-
nance service by third parties; considering that each ap-
paratus has registered on the smartphone and on the
cloud the relative "logbook", all the information is always
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available, anywhere, in real time.
[0014] Moreover, the "logbook" saved on the "cloud"
can be used by third party operators to immediately report
to the client the need to intervene on the system, provid-
ing useful information, such as the lamps (position, ID
and type) which require maintenance, the type of main-
tenance necessary (battery replacement, apparatus re-
placement, etc.), the exact codes of the spare parts nec-
essary, any promotions to encourage maintenance, etc..
[0015] The apparatus described in the above-men-
tioned patent application no. 102016000012703 com-
prises substantially:

- a transmitter apparatus, consisting of a device
equipped with an element which is able to emit light
beams of a desired duration and intensity (for exam-
ple, the flash and/or the display), also equipped with
sensors suitable for capturing digital optical signals
(video cameras and/or luminosity sensors) and inte-
grating a control and programming system as well
as a memory for housing suitable software,

- an emergency lighting apparatus, which incorpo-
rates a receiver device consisting of a light-sensitive
element associated with a decoding and control cir-
cuit, which is able to interface with the main circuit
of the apparatus so as to carry out tests and/or per-
form other functions (such as attributing configura-
tions to the emergency lighting apparatus) and
which, if necessary, integrates a LED module con-
trolled in series by a suitable MOSFET for generating
the desired digital optical signal.

[0016] The smartphone is used as a transmitter for
sending commands to the lighting apparatus through
modulation of the switching ON of the flash and/or of the
display integrated in it; for this purpose, use is made of
a particular algorithm aimed at restoring the structure of
the sequence of the command naturally distorted by the
latency to which the transmission device (flash or display)
is subjected (the latency being the time delay present
during switching ON/OFF of the flash and/or the display,
more specifically, smartphones are characterised by la-
tency times which are very variable and considerably de-
pendent on the original hardware and software charac-
teristics, as well as on the number of applications open
in "background" mode which engage the operating sys-
tem).
[0017] Even though the prior art apparatus described
above is extremely efficient and functional, there is a
need to obtain a greater ease and convenience of use,
as well a wider range of use, both for the ordinary lighting
apparatuses and for the emergency lighting apparatus-
es.
[0018] The aim of this invention is therefore to make a
remote control system for lighting apparatuses and emer-
gency lighting apparatuses which simplifies the work of
the installers and the maintenance technicians for the
emergency lighting apparatuses, also allowing the au-

tonomy tests and the periodic functional tests to be pro-
grammed, the status of the battery to be monitored and
the logbooks for the apparatuses to be automatically pre-
pared.
[0019] Another aim of the invention is to provide a sys-
tem for remotely controlling lighting apparatuses, which
allows the remote adjustment of the luminosity and output
of the lighting apparatus.
[0020] A further aim of the invention is to indicate a
method for remotely controlling lighting apparatuses and
emergency lighting apparatuses which can be imple-
mented using the above-mentioned system.
[0021] These and other aims, which are described in
more detail below, are achieved by a method for remotely
controlling lighting apparatuses, according to appended
claim 1, and by a control system which implements the
method, according to appended claim 9.
[0022] Further features and advantages of the inven-
tion will emerge more fully from the following description
of a preferred embodiment of the system for remotely
controlling lighting apparatuses, according to the inven-
tion.
[0023] The system according to the invention uses a
software application (APP) which decodes the informa-
tion collected (in the form of images or videos) from the
lighting apparatuses and converts it into messages which
can be used by the user, as well as managing the data
collected, so as to plan the management of the entire
lighting system, automatically collecting information re-
garding the performance of the lighting apparatuses and
automatically filling in the logbook of an emergency light-
ing system (with the possibility of transferring, collecting
and managing the data, automatically, in remote
"clouds").
[0024] The software application, operating on any type
of smartphone, allows control of the functionalities of the
lighting apparatuses of a system operating both in simple
lighting mode and in emergency mode, choosing the par-
ticular type directly on the smartphone after carrying out
an initial login as a "basic" or "verified" user (the latter
being reserved for the installers).
[0025] With regard to the functionalities of the emer-
gency lighting systems, it is possible to select on the
smartphone, using the above-mentioned software appli-
cation, the system amongst those installed by the user
registered with login and password and have a descrip-
tion of the system with name and address; it is possible,
at any time, to modify the name of the system, select on
which area of the system (management area, entrance
area, technical area, etc.) to work and, more specifically,
on which lighting apparatus (for example, entrance door,
lamp with cable, corridor display, meeting room display,
etc.) to work.
[0026] More specifically, during installation of the
emergency lighting apparatuses, a signalling LED pro-
vided for each lighting apparatus adopts a predetermined
status depending on whether the apparatus is discon-
nected, powered from the mains supply and ready to re-
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ceive commands from the software application of the
smartphone or is connected and the communication with
the smartphone is open (in which case it is possible to
create the new system and insert each apparatus using
the software application as described below, so that at
the end of the procedure all the data is present in the
reference portal).
[0027] Each system can be inserted directly on the
smartphone using an "add system" button, with the rel-
ative description (system name) and data of the new sys-
tem (client, address, etc.); for each system selected it is
also possible to select a list of areas of the system, add
an area with a predetermined name and/or add one or
more lighting apparatuses (lamps) to the area selected
with a relative description.
[0028] After the step for creating the system, it is pos-
sible, at any time and using the software application men-
tioned, to perform actions on the individual lighting ap-
paratus selected, such as checking the status, modifying
the settings and sending commands.
[0029] More specifically, after having selected the
lamp on which to operate, it is possible, again using the
software application resident on the smartphone, to pro-
ceed with the synchronizing of the lamp, which is divided
into a step for unlocking the chosen lamp (using an optical
command from the smartphone) and synchronizing the
status of the lamp (by means of a message for acquiring
a response to the unlocking); the synchronizing step,
which comprises a step for initializing the lamp, a step of
response by the lamp to the initializing step and a step
for completion of the installation, allows the status of the
lamp to be read on the smartphone using a series di
parameters, such as lamp code, duration of the autono-
my, duration of the autonomy test, operational mode, sta-
tus of the battery, any autonomy and battery errors, etc.,
and to check any malfunctions or modify the operational
parameters.
[0030] All the data recorded can be stored in cloud at
the end of the communication of the above-mentioned
data.
[0031] During this step it is also possible to activate
specific tests directly from the software application of the
smartphone, such as, for example, checking operation
of the lamp, changing the lamp to RESET mode, activat-
ing an autonomy test or starting a functional test, for sys-
tem maintenance purposes.
[0032] With regard to this, after again choosing the sys-
tem, the area of the system and the lamp to be selected
(the name of which can be modified at any time) and
after, if necessary, taking a photo of the lamp selected
to simplify the recognition and document the correct in-
stallation, it is possible, again directly from the smart-
phone, to signal any fault to the cloud, return the lamp to
the original configuration (RESET mode) or remove the
lamp from the cloud after uninstalling it.
[0033] Again for the purposes of a regular maintenance
of the lamp, the lamp can be synchronized after an un-
locking step and reading the status of the lamp on the

smartphone, by reading a series of parameters, and
checking any malfunctions or modifying the operational
parameters (autonomy selection, SE/SA/PS selection,
management of autonomy test, rapid charging, acceler-
ated or effective autonomy test).
[0034] It is also possible to send specific commands
from the smartphone to the apparatus under mainte-
nance, using the software application, such as the switch-
ing ON of the SA/SE lamp, inhibition of the switching ON
in an emergency ("rest mode"), starting an autonomy test,
starting a functional test or the stopping of the test in
advance.
[0035] With regard to the functionalities of the simple
lighting apparatuses, a PROGRAMMING option on the
smartphone is only visible with the "verified user" (install-
er) profile, whilst an end customer with a "basic user"
profile can control the lamp as he/she pleases, adjusting
the luminosity, switching the self-dimmer ON/OFF, acti-
vating the presence sensor and any delay linked to the
sensor.
[0036] The user can therefore carry out various func-
tions in a special window of the APP, such as:

- selecting the lamp code previously set by the install-
er, in such a way that the communication only occurs
if the lamp code and the one set up on the apparatus
coincide;

- manually adjusting the dimmer of the apparatus (this
function cannot be carried out with the self -dimmer
inserted or presence sensor activated);

- switching apparatus ON/OFF;
- switching the self-dimmer ON/OFF and switching the

presence sensor ON/OFF (these functions are not
enabled with the lamp switched OFF);

- synchronizing the apparatus with the smartphone
once the configuration of the lamp has been select-
ed.

[0037] It is also possible to set the delay of the pres-
ence sensor to a time varying between 30 seconds and
60 minutes, after which, if in the meanwhile the sensor
has not been tripped by the movement of anyone, the
apparatus starts its dimming ramp until reaching a min-
imum intensity set by the installer (the maximum and min-
imum output can only be set by a "verified user" (installer)
and when the self-dimmer and presence sensor functions
are activated by the user and the time necessary to
change to the minimum output is always about 3 minutes,
that is, the intensity of the apparatus changes from the
maximum output to the minimum output gradually in ap-
proximately 3 minutes).
[0038] For each command to be sent to the lamp in
question the synchronising is started by turning the
smartphone with the flash towards the lamp and waiting
for the end of the flashing of the flash and confirmation
of the lamp on the screen of the smartphone.
[0039] Basically, every time the synchronisation is per-
formed, the lighting apparatus responds with a flash with
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the exception of the synchronizing for the manual dim-
ming and the switching ON/OFF performed by the user.
The above-mentioned synchronizing steps allow the set-
ting, using the smartphone APP, of the luminosity set-
point (that is, the level of light necessary to guarantee
the correct level of light, set during the design, in the
room), with respect to which the apparatus adjusts the
self-dimming if enabled, by self-calibration (auto-learn-
ing) or immediate calibration (with manual setting of the
set-point), as well as the percentage of the set-point light
necessary for the apparatus to change to the minimum
output value (self-dimmer compensation); in this case,
the lower the percentage set, the smaller will be the
amount of light coming from the outside which is needed
for the lamp to carry out the dimming and, in any case,
in order to avoid too much difference in the dimming be-
tween apparatuses installed in a same room it is recom-
mended that a high percentage be set, whilst in order to
maximize the energy saving it is recommended that a
low percentage be set.
[0040] Further settings which are possible using the
smartphone APP are the sensitivity of the movement sen-
sor (it is recommended that this is kept to a minimum to
prevent false tripping or set to a maximum if the apparatus
is installed at great heights) and the insertion of an un-
locking code to prevent unauthorised persons from mod-
ifying the settings of the apparatus (it is also possible to
block the use of the functions of the APP by selecting the
DISABLE item); within the first minute from switching ON
the apparatus the new code can be modified independ-
ently of the old code, whilst after the first minute it will be
necessary to know the previous code.
[0041] The default settings are as follows:

- self-dimmer → ENABLED;
- self-calibration → ENABLED;
- self-dimmer compensation → 500%;
- presence sensor→ DISABLED;
- sensitivity → AVERAGE;
- presence sensor delay → 16 MINUTES;
- unlock code → 10.

[0042] Lastly, further procedures allow some of the
above-mentioned settings to be performed on all the
lighting apparatuses connected to the same electrical
network simultaneously, using the switch for switching
ON the apparatus and starting the sequence with the
lamp already switched ON. More specifically, it is possi-
ble to enable the self-dimmer and self-calibration func-
tions by quickly switching the lamp ON and OFF 4 times,
it is possible to set an immediate calibration with the self-
dimmer enabled, in order to calibrate the working point
of the lamp with the light at that moment (setting to be
carried out without contribution of sunlight), quickly
switching the lamp ON and OFF 6 times, and it is possible
to set a maximum output defined by the user (with self-
dimmer disabled), using the smartphone APP described
above, after quickly switching the lamp ON and OFF 8

times.
[0043] The technical features of the system and the
method for remotely controlling lighting apparatuses ac-
cording to this invention clearly emerge from the descrip-
tion, as do the advantages thereof.
[0044] More specifically, these relate to the following
aspects:

- simplifying the work of the installers and the mainte-
nance technicians of the firms;

- continuously controlling the functionality of all the
emergency lamps of a system;

- possibility of adjusting the autonomy of the emer-
gency lamps on the basis of the requirements (1 h,
1.5h, 2h, 3h, 8h);

- possibility of defining whether the emergency lamp
SA is of the SE, SA or PS type;

- possibility of programming the autonomy test and
the functional test of the emergency lamps;

- possibility of keeping under control, automatically,
the deadlines for the periodic functional tests on the
emergency lamps;

- monitoring battery status;
- possibility of sending data to the "cloud" for preparing

and keeping under control, automatically, the peri-
odic register of each individual emergency lighting
system, as requested by the current regulations;

- possibility of directly sending the test and "rest mode"
commands to the emergency lighting apparatuses;

- possibility of adjusting the luminosity of the generic
lighting lamps;

- possibility of switching dimmer ON/OFF;
- possibility of adjusting lamp output;
- possibility of activating and deactivating the pres-

ence sensor of the lamp and its delay;
- possibility of activating a code for unlocking the light

bulb.

[0045] Lastly, it is clear that numerous other variants
might be made to the system and method in question,
without forsaking the principles of novelty of the inventive
idea as specified in the appended claims, while it is clear
that in the practical actuation of the invention, the mate-
rials, the shapes and the dimensions of the illustrated
details can be of any type according to requirements, and
can be replaced by other equivalent elements.

Claims

1. Remote control method for lighting fixtures, wherein
said method uses a lighting apparatus or an emer-
gency lighting apparatus of a lighting system, said
lighting apparatus being provided with a light sensor,
a decoding circuit and an optical collector, so that
said lighting apparatus are controlled by means of a
light beam coming from a smartphone, and a smart-
phone, controlled by a software application, charac-
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terized in that said method provides the following
phases:

- typing on the smartphone a login and a pass-
word as a basic user or a verified user;
- choosing on the smartphone a mode of simple
lighting or emergency lighting;
- choosing on the smartphone a lighting system
from the installed lighting systems and display-
ing a description of said chosen lighting system;
- choosing an area of said lighting system and
a lighting apparatus of said lighting system;
- synchronizing the state of said lighting appa-
ratus by sending a flash of the smartphone to
said lighting apparatus and waiting for a confir-
mation on the screen of the smartphone;
- acquiring on said screen of the smartphone a
plurality of parameters relating to the state of
said lighting apparatus, such as a code, the du-
ration of autonomy, the duration of the autonomy
test, the operating mode, the battery status, the
autonomy and battery errors, etc.;
- activating, by means of said flash of the smart-
phone, a plurality of tests on said lighting appa-
ratus, such as functional tests, the activation of
a reset mode, autonomy and/or functional tests.

2. A control method according to claim 1, character-
ized in that said lighting apparatus is controlled by
said flash of the smartphone by performing a bright-
ness adjustment, a power on, a power off or the ad-
justment of a dimmer and by activating a presence
sensor, after sending a unique code from said smart-
phone to said lighting apparatus, said code being
previously set by an installer on said lighting appa-
ratus.

3. A control method according to claim 1, character-
ized in that said method provides for storing said
emergency lighting apparatus within said smart-
phone with a classification according to whether the
apparatus is disconnected, is powered by the power
supply network and is ready to receive commands
from the software application of the smartphone, or
is connected and a communication with the smart-
phone is open.

4. A control method according to claim 3, character-
ized in that said synchronizing phase allows to carry
out said storing phase and comprises a phase for
initializing said emergency lighting apparatus, a
phase according to which said apparatus is config-
ured to reply to said initializing phase and an install-
ing phase, according to which it is possible to read
the status of said emergency lighting apparatus on
said smartphone by means of a plurality of parame-
ters, such as an apparatus code, the autonomy du-
ration, the operating mode, the battery status, the

autonomy and battery errors, and to check for any
malfunctions and/or to modify some parameters.

5. A control method according to claim 4, character-
ized in that, during said installing phase of said
emergency lighting apparatus, suitable tests are per-
formed on said apparatus, such as verifying the ap-
paratus operation, activating a reset mode, activat-
ing an autonomy test or a functional test.

6. A control method according to claim 4, character-
ized in that said software application sends com-
mands to said emergency lighting apparatus, such
as a power-on command, an emergency power-on
inhibition, a duration test and/or a functional test.

7. A control method according to claim 1, character-
ized in that said synchronizing phase is performed
for setting a predetermined brightness level, with re-
spect to which said lighting apparatus adjusts an au-
to-dimming function by means of a self-calibration
or a prompt calibration, and for setting a percentage
of brightness so that said lighting apparatus delivers
a minimum value of power.

8. A control method according to claim 7, character-
ized in that said auto-dimming function by means
of a self-calibration is carried out through a power-
on switch by turning off and turning on said lighting
apparatus for 4 successive times.

9. A control method according to claim 7, character-
ized in that said auto-dimming function by means
of a prompt calibration is carried out through a power-
on switch by turning off and turning on said lighting
apparatus for 6 successive times.

10. A control method according to claim 1, character-
ized in that said software application sets a maxi-
mum value of power of said lighting apparatus, with
self-dimming disabled, after having turned off and
turned on said lighting apparatus for 8 successive
times.

11. Remote control system for lighting apparatus imple-
menting a control method according to claim 1.
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